
 

 

EAST meets WEST SNAKES 
 

ARIES SNAKE 

This combination brings forth bravery & motivation. Snakes like to make money & 

are more apt to do so when trying to accomplish a reward. They are fairly open-

minded with their money & make great stay-at-home parents. 

 

TAUREAN SNAKE 

These Snakes remember everything for they have quite a vivid memory. Don’t 

underestimate the capabilities of this Snake, for he will forge on until he gets what 

he wants. 

 

GEMINI SNAKE 

These Snakes can talk their way out of anything, so a confrontation with them is a 

lost cause. They are well-educated and a bit amenable, making them quite 

intriguing. 

 

CANCERIAN SNAKE 

These Snake love to be recognized for their efforts. For them, working hard to 

provide for their family is first priority. 

 

LEONINE SNAKE 

Confident and proud, the Leonine Snake hates to come in second place. They fuel 

on kudos from others, but will become a bit obnoxious if it goes to their heads. 

 

VIRGO SNAKE 

These Snakes love to tell others what to do. They enjoy using their energies to run 

a successful organization & use their intelligence to improve their title & rank at 

work. 

 

LIBRAN SNAKE 

One of the most beautiful breeds of the Snake, Libran Snake is graceful & kind. 

They are always being pursued by someone interested in them & fall deeply in 

love with the right partner. 

 

SCORPIO SNAKE 

These individuals have hidden emotions & feelings that rarely ever surface. They 

are quite guarded with their thoughts & opinions & do not upset easily. 

 



 

 

SAGITTARIAN SNAKE 

Born with great taste in everything, these Snakes are the classy & sophisticated of 

the breed. They enjoy cultural things & will find a partner who will share the same 

ideals. 

 

CAPRICORN SNAKE 

These Snakes build their bank accounts through organization & motivation. They 

can be seen as snobby, when in reality they are simply the quiet types. 

 

AQUARIAN SNAKE 

Intelligent & open-minded, Aquarian Snakes like to have a partner to depend on. 

However, they hate to be tied down & need to have space. 

 

PISCEAN SNAKE 

These Snakes are compassionate & sensitive to the needs of others. They take 

everything quite emotionally & when they fall in love, they are committed 

completely. 

 
 


